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dustan, 656 feet in a second.'" The most accurate measure

ments and computations of the velocity of earthquake move

ments are probably those iiiade by Prof. J. Mime and his

associates in Japan. The rates of movement during the

Tokio earthquake of 25th October, 1881, are estimated to

have ranged between 4000, and 9000 feet per second. As the

result of prolonged observation, Prof. Mime concludes that

"different earthquakes, although they may travel across the

same country, have very variable velocities, varying be

tween several hundreds and several thousands of feet per

second; that the same earthquake travels more quickly

across districts near to its origin than it does across dis

tricts which are far removed; and that the greater the inten

sity of the shock, the greater is the velocity."

Duration.-The number of -shocks in an earthquake

varies indefinitely, as well as the length of the intervals

between them. Sometimes the whole earthquake only lasts

a few seconds; thus the city of Caracas, with its fine

churches and 10,000 of its inhabitants, was destroyed in

about half a minute; Lisbon was overthrown in five min

utes. But a succession of shocks of varying intensity may

continue for days, weeks, or months. The Calabrian earth

quake, which began in February, 1783, was continued by

repeated shocks for nearly four years until the end of 1786.

Modifying infltence of geological structure.-In its pas-
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